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Abstract: This paper develops a mathematical model for intermodal freight transportation. It focuses
on determining the flow of goods, the number of vehicles, and the transferred volume of goods
transported from origin points to destination points. The model of this article is to minimize the
total cost, which consists of fixed costs, transportation costs, intermodal transfer costs, and CO2

emission costs. It presents a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model that minimizes total
costs, and a fuzzy mixed integer linear programming (FMILP) model that minimizes imprecise total
costs under conditions of uncertain data. In the models, node capacity, detour, and vehicle utilization
are incorporated to estimate the performance impact. Additionally, a computational experiment
is carried out to evaluate the impact of each constraint and to analyze the characteristics of the
models under different scenarios. Developed models are tested using real data from a case study in
Southern Vietnam in order to demonstrate their effectiveness. The results indicate that, although
the objective function (total cost) increased by 20%, the problem became more realistic to address
when the model was utilized to solve the constraints of node capacity, detour, and vehicle utilization.
In addition, on the basis of the FMILP model, fuzziness is considered in order to investigate the
impact of uncertainty in important model parameters. The optimal robust solution shows that the
total cost of the FMILP model is enhanced by 4% compared with the total cost of the deterministic
model. Another key measurement related to the achievement of global sustainable development
goals is considered, reducing the additional intermodal transfer cost and the cost of CO2 emissions in
the objective function.

Keywords: CO2 emissions; intermodal transportation; terminal congestion; node capacity; detour;
vehicle utilization; mixed integer programming; fuzzy constraint; cost minimization

1. Introduction

As a result of rapid global economic growth, many countries are being faced with overloaded
transport networks. In developed countries, logistics costs account for around 10% of total transport
costs, while in developing countries, this figure is 18%. Transport costs typically account for over
50% of overall logistics costs across the entire supply chain. The intermodal transportation system
design considers the shipment of goods from their origins to their destinations using several modes
of transport. The main characteristic of intermodal transport, and its substantial difference with
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respect to multimodal transport, is that every part of the process is contracted with a different provider.
The transportation industry is rapidly changing as a result of globalization, the development of
technology, and population growth. In order to reduce expenses, it is necessary to find faster and
cheaper ways to transport freight between locations. However, it is difficult to attain optimal solutions,
since multiple objective functions, such as minimization of transportation costs, CO2 emission costs,
intermodal transfer costs, fixed costs, and congestion characteristics, need to be considered [1].

The main differences among the various modes of transportation include speed, loading and
unloading capacity, and cargo safety. These factors contribute significantly to transportation
performance, logistics systems, and the supply chain [2]. Intermodal transportation utilizes various
modes of transportation to reduce the disadvantages and maximize the benefit of each model. The many
advantages of intermodal transportation include more effective performance, decreased traffic jams,
and reductions in the emission of CO2 to the atmosphere [3]. Most traditional logistics approaches
have focused on reducing total transportation costs by determining the optimal shipment routing in
the context of the constraints in the models. This research incorporates the development of intermodal
transportation by combining several modes of transport, whereby the transferal of operation between
these modes significantly affects overall logistics performance, resulting in additional intermodal
transfer costs and CO2 emission costs with respect to the objective function of global sustainable
development [4].

Terminal congestion usually occurs at terminals, inland container depots, and ports, where the
goods are transferred between modes. Terminal congestion is characterized by slow speed and
lengthy queuing, which result from the overutilization of infrastructure. Limiting the capability of the
equipment can also generate congestion within facilities. Thus, congestion at terminals has a significant
impact on transportation decisions, especially terminal allocation and route selection. Congestion
resulting from excessive loading at the node, directly and indirectly, leads to inferior performance and
additional costs. This study incorporates the capacity constraints at the node in order to limit traffic
flows and thus improve operations, in order to provide a higher quality of service to customers [5,6].

The transportation routes for moving goods depend on the characteristics of the goods themselves,
and the delivery time requirements of the customer, such that frozen and fresh foods are transported
rapidly to consumer markets, while other products can be transported more slowly in order to
save costs. The detour factor accounts for the additional distance that forms a part of intermodal
transportation system performance. Intermodal transportations systems have many terminals at which
goods can be transferred from one transportation mode to another. When there is some capacity left in
a vehicle, drivers can travel to another terminal to pick up more goods, which may increase the travel
distance and transportation time [7,8].

Capacity utilization of vehicles is defined in terms of the ratio between the amount that the vehicle
is carrying and the maximum amount that the vehicle could carry. The efficient utilization of vehicles
is one major factor that helps reduce the number of vehicles required, avoiding terminal congestion,
which benefits the carriers. Therefore, the carrier must ensure the effective utilization of the vehicles
and maintain a high degree of vehicle utilization [9].

This paper develops a mathematical model for intermodal freight transportation. The objective
function of the model is the minimization of the total cost, which incorporates fixed costs, transportation
costs, intermodal transfer costs, and CO2 emission costs. The requirements of stakeholders in the
transportation network (port agents, customers, or carriers) are satisfied by different constraints. It is
worth noting that this study is the first to simultaneously address node capacity, detour, and vehicle
utilization constraints in a mathematical model of intermodal transportation. With respect to node
capacity constraints, each node has a capability that limits many of the activities of vehicles, including
transfer, sorting/resorting, loading/unloading goods. Node capacity constraints are added to reduce
congestion at the considered nodes. Additionally, the delivery time is constrained by detour factors.
This allows transfers to take place between modes of transport during their journey, e.g., from roads to
inland waterways while ensuring that the weight average network distance of goods does not exceed
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the additional distance for each type of good, which is within the percentage of the distance (with
the shortest path) over the network. Finally, the vehicle utilization constraints define the minimal
desired utilization of used vehicles. These constraints require the capacity usage of vehicles to be at
least 50%, thereby helping reduce the number of vehicles, avoiding terminal congestion, and ensuring
the effective operation of carriers in the utilization of their vehicles.

The managerial implications of this paper can be clarified as follows. Carriers, customers,
and cargo owners are expected to be beneficiaries of the node capacity constraint as a result of
reducing terminal congestion during peak hours at the terminal and improving the delivery time
of the goods. Facility operators, third-party logistics, and carriers are expected to be beneficiaries
of the detour and vehicle utilization constraints due to the improvements in fuel costs, cargo safety,
and logistics costs, to name a few. The Southern Vietnamese transportation system is used as a case
study to illustrate how to apply the model in practice. There are two types of vehicles—trucks (road
transport) and ships (inland waterways)—considered in this model. The main objective of this paper
was to build a mathematical model and determine the transportation routes for all goods from their
origins to their destinations across the network in such a way that good logistical performance is
indicated. Furthermore, in terms of global sustainable development goals related to environmental
problems, intermodal transfer costs and CO2 emission costs are crucial indicators to be measured and
handled, accordingly.

The contributions of this paper are three-fold. First, the paper presents a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) model formulation that captures the common characteristics of the intermodal
freight transportation, while other important aspects, including node capacity, detour, and vehicle
utilization, are incorporated in order to estimate the performance impacts. Second, fuzziness in
important node capacity is considered in a fuzzy mixed integer linear programming (FMILP) model
in order to investigate the impacts of node capacity uncertainty. Finally, an analysis is conducted to
compare different vehicle capacities and detour factors under various scenarios for both deterministic
and fuzzy cases. These results can act as a useful reference for the Vietnamese government, logistics
stakeholders, and international investors for the purpose of investing, designing, and improving
logistics systems and appropriate strategies for achieving government goals toward global sustainability.
Additionally, this could be utilized as a reference for other purposes.

This paper is divided into five sections. The first section gives an overview of the research
background, a logical guide, the key points, and the overall objective of the research. The second section
describes previous papers that are relevant with respect to intermodal transportation. The mathematical
models, MILP and FMILP, are built and described in the third section. The fourth section presents
a computational experiment to analyze the results of these two models under a variety of scenarios,
and the last section presents a summary of all of the findings of this paper, along with ideas for some
potential future research.

2. Literature Review

There have been many relevant studies about the multimodal transportation model in the past few
decades. With intermodal systems, the contractors can save up to 18% of the truckload that amounts to
a considerable monetary value. Intermodal transport, the incorporation, and combination of several
modes for single or multi-goods, toward the sustainability, environmentally friendly, and ecological
aspect of the green logistics systems, compared to the unimodal of transportation, meaning that the
transport model only uses one mode such as rails or roads [10]. Logistics costs in Vietnam are still higher
than the association of southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) average, which has decreased its eligibility to
participate in the global value chain. These costs reflected the inefficient logistics system of the country,
which consist of logistics costs, logistics services, and logistics infrastructures [11]. This paper studies
the problem in the intermodal transportation systems in Southern Vietnam, where road transport and
inland waterways are the popular transportation modes. The purpose of solving the case study is to
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provide a general view of the transportation network in Southern Vietnam and offer insights into the
status of the logistics systems of the country.

In this section, the benefits of intermodal transportation through previous studies are reviewed.
Tahvanainen et al. [12] suggested the scenarios for shipping energy wood. The results showed that
using truck mode was the optimal choice for a distance of less than 60 km. From 60 to 135 km,
roadside chipping was the most efficient cost. From 135 to 165 km, the train was a more suitable
selection with minimizing transport costs, depending on the fuel sources. As well, the optimal solution
was the combination of roadside chipping, truck mode to the node, and train mode to the factory
(intermodal freight transportation). Wiegmans et al. [13] built a model to compare the efficiency
between road-only-mode and the intermodal inland waterways and roads. The results considerably
improved the competitiveness of the transportation mode using inland waterways. Frémont et al. [14]
showed results of combining road transport with other modes of transport (rails, waterways) could
reduce transportation costs by around 10–20%. Concerning environmental effects, Craig et al. [15]
evaluated the impacts of CO2 emissions to the atmosphere using intermodal freight transportation.
The results showed that intermodal freight transportation reduced about 50% of the amount of CO2

emissions compared to truckload mode.
There have been many investigations on the design of the intermodal transportation system

approaches, which consist of determining the transport routing and node locations for saving
the transportation costs and lowering CO2 emissions of the environment. Limbourg et al. [16]
used the p-hub median method to find the optimal coordinate for the European transport agency.
Arnold et al. [17] proposed a mathematical model for the rail/road transportation system aiming to
find the best allocation for a case study in the Iberian Peninsula. In addition, Van Duin et al. [18]
studied the problem of hub location determination. The results are simulated to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the model. Chang [19] proposed a mathematical model with an algorithm to solve the
intermodal transportation under three problem characteristics, which are multi-objective multi-goods
and multi-modal, schedule delivery time and terminal, and the economics of scale. Some mathematical
programming approaches for the intermodal transport network were also presented through other
previous studies. The framework of models for transport network design considered: (1) the transport
systems design, (2) passageway, (3) hub logistics, (4) connected hubs, (5) direct transport routing,
(6) indirect transport routing, and (7) dynamic transport routing [20–24].

Stochastic factors were considered in intermodal transportation, which are demand, node capacity,
or transportation costs. Zadeh [25] presented the fuzzy set approach, and then it was applied to
many research areas. For transportation network design, Bit et al. [26] proposed modeling of fuzzy
linear programming in order to solve the intermodal transportation with multi-objective. Furthermore,
Verma et al. [27] presented a model of non-linear membership functions to solve multi-objective
transportation. Findings were compared to those obtained from the linear membership function.
Ebrahimnejad [28] displayed the stochastics transportation network by the ranking concept of the
fuzzy numbers. The main contribution of this research was to reduce the computational complexity of
the previous approaches.

The node capacity has a high correlation to the terminal congestion at the transport
node. At the node of intermodal, there are some activities of vehicles such as transferring,
sorting/resorting, loading/unloading goods. Hence, node capacity and congestion significantly
affect intermodal transportation performance. Capacity constraints were considered in previous
studies. Rodríguez et al. [29] proposed an annealing algorithm to solve the hub location, which was
considered capacity constraints. This paper also proposed a balanced module to reduce terminal
congestion. Moreover, Elhedhli et al. [30] applied a Lagrangian heuristic to solve the problem of hub
location with the constraint of traffic jams.

Detour factor was defined by the ratio between the length of additional distance and shortest
paths from origins to destinations. The intermodal transportation system design considers changing
transportation mode at a terminal. Hence, the detour factor is for shifting to a suitable transport
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for shipping goods [31]. There have been some related studies as follows. Ballou et al. [7] showed
that the detour factor varies due to road network density, travel obstacles, and natural obstacles.
Üster et al. [32] proposed a tabu search framework to consider tour length constraints for multi-zone
truckload shipments. Moreover, Üster et al. [33] developed an efficient Bender’s decomposition-based
approach to handle the large-size instances problems. This study considered driver tour lengths,
load imbalance at relay points, the percentage circuity constraints, and provided a strategic design in
truckload transportation.

Vehicle capacity utilization also is a factor that affects the performance of intermodal transportation.
Sarkar et al. [34] proposed the mathematical formulation for determining the subset of suppliers
in order to maximize the vehicle capacity utilization, as well as reduce the costs and delivery
time. However, vehicle capacity utilization is based on customer demand, product characteristics,
and schedule plans [35]. The vehicle utilization has been considered in several previous pieces of
research as follows. McKinnon et al. [9] described the causes that affect trucks’ capacity utilization in
transportation systems, which are the segment market, government regulation, logistics infrastructure,
and packaging and handling equipment. For maritime transportation, Styhre [36] suggested that
the vehicle capacity utilization is affected by routing characteristics (trade inequalities, demand
fluctuation, competing locations, markets, customers, and cargo types). Maraš et al. [37] studied
the utilization of the barge container. The results showed that 88% is the level to maximize the
value of a freighting corporation. In addition, Gelareh et al. [38] demonstrated that the profit for
the company was affected by 50–90% of the vessel capacity. Concerning vehicle routing problems,
Goetschalckx et al. [39] proposed a two-phased solution methodology for reducing the number of
trucks ordered and improving their capacity utilization. Kim et al. [40] studied the vehicle capacity in
reverse logistics. The authors introduced vehicle routing methods to minimize transportation distance
with a case study in South Korea.

This paper aims at filling some significant research gaps in the scope of intermodal transportation
under study. To the best of our knowledge, this research is the first to solve node capacity,
detour, and vehicle utilization constraints simultaneously in the mathematical model of intermodal
transportation problems. The MILP model is formulated with the objective to minimize the total
cost that includes fixed costs, transportation costs, intermodal transfer costs, and CO2 emission costs.
The constraints representing the node capacity, detour, and vehicle utilization are incorporated to
estimate the performance impacts under computational experiments. Moreover, the FMILP model is
formulated for the problem to analyze the effects of node capacity fluctuation on the results. The case
study is presented to demonstrate the operational performance of the intermodal system that combines
roads and inland waterways in Southern Vietnam. The results can provide to the Vietnam government,
logistics stakeholders, and international investors, a useful guideline to design and improve the
logistics systems and some proper strategies for reaching the goals of the economy and many related
fields. In addition, node capacity constraints help provide information about congested terminals for
stakeholders, e.g., cargo owners, to push their goods to be shipped through more efficient routes and
to address traffic congestion problems.

3. Mathematical Modeling

3.1. Problem Statement

The problem characteristics assumed by examples in Figure 1 show how transfer occurs at an
intermodal node. Figure 1a shows a single transfer from one mode of transport to other ones: 20 units
of goods are carried by trucks; then, goods are converted to ship at the intermodal node, thus there
is one transfer proceeding. Figure 1b shows two transfers from one mode to two others: 50 units of
goods are carried to the intermodal terminal by trucks; at this terminal, goods are separated into two
components—30 units of goods are carried by rails, and the rest of the goods are carried by ships;
hence, two transfers are conducted in this case. Figure 1c shows a single transfer from two modes
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to one, there is one transfer conducted at the terminal: 50 units of goods (i.e., 30 units are carried
by ships, 20 units are carried by trucks) are delivered into the intermodal terminal; one transfer is
conducted; then, 30 units of goods in ships are converted to trucks, and the total amounts of goods are
delivered to the next stage. This paper considered the case study in Southern Vietnam with two types
of vehicles, trucks (roads) and ships (inland waterways), which are the conventional transportation
modes in Southern Vietnam. The model development will produce how many transfers are allowed
and what types of transportation modes, e.g., roads or inland waterways, are used to minimize total
cost and satisfy all constraints. Daily demand for goods loaded/unloaded and transferred at nodes
are considered.
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Figure 1. A single transfer from one point to another point.

In the model, node capacity, detour, and vehicle utilization are incorporated to estimate the
performance impact. Fifteen nodes that express 15 provinces in Southern Vietnam are considered
in the model. Each node has a capacity that limits many activities of vehicles such as transferring,
sorting/resorting, and loading/unloading goods. Node capacity constraints are added to reduce
congestion at a node. Detour factor is used to allow goods to be transported by more than one type of
mode. This factor is used due to the nature of having many rivers in Southern Vietnam so that instead
of using only roads to transport as done nowadays, this paper proposed to combine them with inland
waterways. Moreover, the delivery time is controlled by detour constraints. That means, when using
one transportation mode, it is considered as a direct route. Detour constraints allow vehicles to transfer
from one mode of transport to other ones (e.g., from roads to inland waterways), yet forcing the weight
average network distance of goods not to exceed the additional distance for each type of goods within
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the percentage of the distance (the shortest path) over the network. The vehicle utilization constraints
force the capacity usage of vehicles to be at least 50%; hence, this helps to reduce amounts of vehicles
to avoid terminal congestion and ensure the performance of using vehicles of carriers.

The following section presents a mathematical model of the MILP and FMILP models. In addition,
these models are described by indices, sets, input parameters, decision variables, objective function,
and constraints.

3.2. Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)

3.2.1. Indices, Sets, and Input Parameters

To express the MILP and FMILP models, the notation of indices, sets, and input parameters are
defined as given in Table 1.

Table 1. Indices, sets, and input parameters in the model.

Notations Explanations

Indices

i Origin points
j Destination points
n Node, n ∈ NO, which is defined by the region of origin or destination nodes
g Goods, g ∈ GO, which transported from the origin to the destination points
m Transportation mode, m ∈MO

Sets

NO Set of all nodes
GO Set of goods
MO Set of transportation modes
AR Set of arcs AR (i, j), where i, j ∈ NO

Input Parameters

cm
ij

Transportation costs per unit on arc (i, j) ∈ AR via mode m ∈MO, unit:
$/ton-km

f m
ij Fixed costs per unit on arc (i, j) ∈ AR via mode m ∈MO, unit: $/ton
α Intermodal transfer costs per unit for goods, unit: $/ton

pm CO2 emission costs per unit via mode m ∈MO, unit: $/ton-km
dm

ij Distance of arc (i, j) ∈ AR via mode m ∈MO, unit: km
SDOgDg Distance (shortest path), from Og to Dg of goods g ∈ GO, unit: km

bg
i Difference amount of goods g ∈ GO, enter and out node i ∈ NO, unit: ton

hg
i Absolute value of bg

i , unit: ton
um

ij Maximum capacity of vehicle on arc (i, j) ∈ AR via mode m ∈MO, unit: ton
Og Goods g ∈ GO from the origin point
Dg Goods g ∈ GO from the destination point
rg Goods quantity g ∈ GO which is sent from Og to Dg, unit: ton
ϕ Minimum capacity utilization of vehicle, unit: %
E

g Detour factor for goods g ∈ GO
Ei Maximum capacity of node i ∈ NO, unit: ton

3.2.2. Decision Variables

Table 2 shows the mathematical notation and explanation of decision variables. There are three
decision variables, which are the flow of goods, the volume of vehicles, and transferred amounts of
goods, transported from the original to destination points, as follows.
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Table 2. Notation and explanation of decision variables.

Notations Explanations

xgm
ji Flow of goods (ton) g ∈ GO on arc (i, j) ∈ AR via mode m ∈MO

ym
ij Number of vehicles moved on arc (i, j) ∈ AR via mode m ∈MO

zgm
i Amount of goods g ∈ GO is transferred via mode m ∈MO at node i ∈ NO

3.2.3. Mathematical Model

The MILP model includes the objective function and 11 constraints, which are described as follows.

Min Z =
∑

(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

f m
ij ym

ij +
∑

g∈GO

∑
(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

cm
ij x

gm
ij dm

ij

+ 1
2α

∑
i∈NO

∑
g∈GO

( ∑
m∈MO

zgm
i − hg

i

)
+

∑
g∈GO

∑
(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

dm
ij p

mxgm
ij

(1)

such that ∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

xgm
ij −

∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

xgm
ji = bg

i ,∀i ∈ NO,∀g ∈ GO (2)

bg
i =


rg i = Og

−rg i = Dg

0 otherwise

and hg
i =

rg i = Og or i = Dg

0 otherwise
(3)

∑
g∈GO

xgm
ij ≤ um

ij ym
ij ,∀(i, j) ∈ AR,∀m ∈MO (4)

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ij −

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ji ≤ zgm

i ,∀i ∈ NO,∀g ∈ GO,∀m ∈MO (5)

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ji −

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ij ≤ zgm

i ,∀i ∈ NO,∀g ∈ GO,∀m ∈MO (6)

∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

∑
g∈GO

xgm
ij +

∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

∑
g∈GO

xgm
ji ≤ Ei,∀i ∈ NO (7)

1
rg

∑
(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

dm
ij x

gm
ij ≤ E

gSDOgDg ,∀g ∈ GO (8)

∑
g∈GO

xgm
ij ≥ ϕum

ij ym
ij ,∀(i, j) ∈ AR,∀m ∈MO (9)

xgm
ij ≥ 0,∀(i, j) ∈ AR,∀m ∈MO,∀g ∈ GO (10)

ym
ij ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .},∀(i, j) ∈ AR,∀m ∈MO (11)

zgm
i ≥ 0,∀i ∈ NO,∀g ∈ GO,∀m ∈MO (12)

In the MILP model, Equation (1) presents the objective function for minimizing the considered
total cost. Equation (2) represents the flow conservation balance for each node and goods. Equation (3)
expresses demand requirements that determine if a terminal is an origin or destination of goods.
Equation (4) forces that the total flow of goods must not exceed vehicle capacity. Equations (5) and (6)
represent the transfer of the loading and unloading amount for all modes, goods, and nodes.
Equation (7) expresses the node capacity constraints that ensure that the total flow of goods must not
exceed the node capacity. Equation (8) is the constraints of detour factors, which implies that the weight
average network distance of goods must not exceed the additional distance for each good, which is
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within a percentage (E%) of the distance (with the shortest path) over the network. Equation (9) states
the minimum desired utilization of used vehicles. Equations (10) and (12) force that the flows of goods
and transferred amounts are all positive variables. Equation (11) is the integer requirement for the
number of vehicles.

3.3. Fuzzy Mixed Integer Linear Programming (FMILP)

3.3.1. Modeling Imprecise Node Capacity

In many cases, input data applied in the MILP model are subjected to uncertainties. In particular,
demand and node capacity, which are predicted by experts or are fuzzy. For the FMILP model,
the notation for fuzzy data is similar to the ones in the MILP model. A tilde symbol (∼) is placed above
the parameter symbols to represent imprecise data.

In this study, the node capacity is considered a fuzzy parameter because it depends on the efficient
operation of resources that change with time. The fuzzy node capacity is represented by Ẽi and the
FMILP model as follows.

Min Ξ =
∑

(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

f m
ij ym

ij +
∑

g∈GO

∑
(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

cm
ij x

gm
ij dm

ij

+ 1
2α

∑
i∈NO

∑
g∈GO

( ∑
m∈MO

zgm
i − hg

i

)
+

∑
g∈GO

∑
(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

dm
ij p

mxgm
ij

(13)

such that ∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

xgm
ij −

∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

xgm
ji = bg

i ,∀i ∈ NO,∀g ∈ GO (14)

bg
i =


rg i = Og

−rg i = Dg

0 otherwise

and hg
i =

rg i = Og or i = Dg

0 otherwise
(15)

∑
g∈GO

xgm
ij ≤ um

ij ym
ij ,∀(i, j) ∈ AR,∀m ∈MO (16)

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ij −

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ji ≤ zgm

i ,∀i ∈ NO,∀g ∈ GO,∀m ∈MO (17)

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ji −

∑
j∈NO

xgm
ij ≤ zgm

i ,∀i ∈ NO,∀g ∈ GO,∀m ∈MO (18)
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3.3.2. Defuzzified Procedures

The fuzzy model can be linearized using fuzzy subset procedures, decision-making in a fuzzy
environment, and fuzzy linear programming with a multi-objective function [41–43]. Assume that
the fuzzy capacity in a node fluctuates as 100(1− e)% of the node capacity, where the values of
e = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5. The membership function of fuzzy node capacity constraints such that the most
possible value of the fuzzy node capacity when it is within 100(1− e)% of the node capacity definitely
belongs to the set of available values (possibility degree = 1 if normalized). In contrast, the possibility
degree decreases to 0 when the fuzzy node capacity reaches the value of node capacity. In other words,
the most optimistic value of the fuzzy node capacity when it is equal to Ẽi has a very low likelihood of
belonging to the set of available values (possibility degree = 0 if normalized) [44,45]. Hence, this paper
uses an asymmetric trapezoidal membership function of fuzzy node capacity constraint, as can be seen
in Figure 2.
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The corresponding linear membership function of fuzzy node capacity constraint is described in
Equation (26).
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and Equations (14)–(18), (20)–(24).
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To get the upper bound, the below sub-mathematical model is solved.

Min Ξ 2 =
∑

(i, j)∈AR

∑
m∈MO

f m
ij ym

ij +
∑
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(29)

such that ∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

∑
g∈GO

xgm
ij +

∑
j∈NO

∑
m∈MO

∑
g∈GO

xgm
ji ≤ (1− e)Ei,∀i ∈ NO (30)

and Equations (14)–(18), (20)–(24).
The objective of the model gets values between Ξ1 and Ξ2 while node capacities fluctuate between

Ei and (1− e)Ei. Let Ξl = min(Ξ1, Ξ1) and Ξu = max(Ξ1, Ξ1), then Ξl and Ξu are the lower bounds and
upper bounds of the optimal values, respectively.

The fuzzy set of optimal values is a subset of the trapezoidal function, as seen in Figure 3.

µ(Ξ) =


1 Ξ < Ξl
Ξu−Ξ
Ξu−Ξl

Ξl ≤ Ξ ≤ Ξu

0 Ξu < Ξ

(31)
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4. Computational Experiments

In this paper, the models in the deterministic and fuzzy problem, i.e., MILP and FMILP, are solved
using CPLEX with C++ and Concert Technology (ILOG, Inc.). All computational experiments were
run on the computer with Intel Core i7-2.6 GHz and 8GB RAM.

4.1. Description of Case Study

4.1.1. Demand

Demand for transport and economic development are closely related. In Vietnam, the gross
domestic product (GDP) maintained high growth rates with an average of 7.2% per year over the
past 20 years and encouraged by the increasingly deeper integration of the nation into the global
economy. It has contributed to an ever-increasing demand for freight transportation. The southern
key economic zone (SKEZ) has the most active economic zone across the country. It is known as an
industrial center, attracting the highest foreign direct investment (FDI) due to the favorable investment
climate [46]. In the southern region, there are a variety of high-value goods such as rice, sugar, fertilizer,
fishery products, meats, cement, steel, wood, to name a few. [47].

The model has experimented with data in Southern Vietnam, which consists of the majority of
inland waterways and roads. The network includes 15 nodes that indicate important provinces in
Southern Vietnam. They are randomly allocated as the origin or destination points of 30 different main
types of goods to be shipped back and forth among their sources and destinations. The considered
nodes of 15 provinces in Southern Vietnam are presented in Table 3, and demand was estimated in
Table 4 (unit: ton per day). In addition, road and inland waterway distance among nodes are taken
from the study of the World Bank and other sources [47–49], and the shortest path distance between
two nodes (road-inland waterway distance) is calculated using Dijkstra’s algorithm [50–53].

Table 3. The nodes in Southern Vietnam.

Node Province Symbol Node Province Symbol

NO-001 BinhDuong BD NO-009 VinhLong VL
NO-002 DongNai DN NO-010 DongThap DT
NO-003 VungTau VT NO-011 AnGiang/KienGiang AG/KG
NO-004 HoChiMinh HCM NO-012 CanTho CT
NO-005 LongAn LA NO-013 HauGiang HG
NO-006 TienGiang TG NO-014 SocTrang ST
NO-007 BenTre BT NO-015 BacLieu/CaMau BL/CM
NO-008 TraVinh TV

Table 4. Demand for types of goods (unit: ton/day).

Types Origin Destination Demand Types Origin Destination Demand

1 11 4 1438 16 5 2 2017
2 2 9 1340 17 2 1 118
3 5 6 140 18 10 12 164
4 6 11 559 19 6 5 354
5 14 12 1235 20 12 2 272
6 7 3 273 21 9 7 1292
7 1 7 507 22 10 4 734
8 4 11 2769 23 12 14 489
9 5 14 135 24 15 8 40

10 10 4 2041 25 9 2 98
11 13 15 116 26 5 3 114
12 15 5 354 27 4 12 1628
13 4 13 1381 28 3 12 742
14 9 13 265 29 1 10 212
15 3 8 98 30 6 2 457
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4.1.2. Vehicle Capacity

Road infrastructure in Southern Vietnam regulates the maximum allowed truckload, which is 20 tons
per truck [47]. Table 5 shows the deadweight tonnage (DWT) that indicates the carrying capacity of a ship.
Concerning ship amount, ship class “5–15” and “15–50” have the highest amounts; 53,239 and 23,902
in 2010, respectively. The growth rates from 2005–2010 of ship class “700–1000” and “ > 1000” are 5.49
and 20.47, respectively. Following this analysis, in this paper, the ship capacity is considered 1000 tons.
In terms of economy of scale, a ship must carry at least 50–60% or more of the full capability to achieve
the optimal profit. If the volume is less than 50% of the ship’s capacity, the model refers to choose road
transport [47]. Hence, constraint (9) in the model represents the vehicle capacity utilization, forcing the
utilization of vehicles to be at least ϕ percent of the full vehicle capacity (ϕ = 50%).

Table 5. Capacity of ships in Vietnam (unit: ton).

Ship Class Capacity Capacity Capacity No. Ship Capacity No. Ship Growth
Ton per Ship in Truckload 2005 2005 2010 2010 2005–2010

5–15 7.5 0.4 205,133 27,351 399,293 53,239 1.95
15–50 32.5 1.6 440,668 13,559 776,815 23,902 1.76

50–200 125 6.3 710,375 5683 1,158,250 9266 1.63
200–300 250 12.5 200,500 802 312,000 1248 1.56
300–500 400 20 423,600 1059 1,195,600 2989 2.82
500–700 600 30 346,800 578 967,800 1613 2.79

700–1000 850 42.5 254,150 299 1,394,850 1641 5.49
>1000 1300 65 78,000 60 1,596,400 1228 20.47

4.1.3. Cost Element

The unit intermodal transfer cost is estimated to be $2 (per ton) as reported by the cost unit
of loading and unloading amount on the fleet operational data [47,54]. The unit fixed cost is
calculated by the loading/unloading cost per ton and the operating wages cost. Based on “Circular
No. 261/2016/TT-BTC” from the Ministry of Finance, the unit operating wage cost was estimated,
which also includes maritime charges [55]. Table 6 shows the unit fixed cost of combination for trucks
and ships. In the computational experiment, 24 instances were tested to see the impacts of fixed costs
on the results, including six instances of road fixed costs and four instances of inland waterways.

Table 6. The 24 instances of unit fixed costs (unit: $/ton).

Inland Waterways

Roads 1 2 3 4

1 150 3000 4500 6000 7500
2 160 3200 4800 6400 8000
3 170 3400 5100 6800 8500
4 180 3600 5400 7200 9000
5 190 3800 5700 7600 9500
6 200 4000 6000 8000 10,000

For the transportation costs, the data are used as $0.1 per ton-km (for trucks) and $0.028 per ton-km
(for ships) [56]. In addition, the unit CO2 emission cost was calculated from the “Vietnam ratifies Paris
Agreement on climate change” [57]. This agreement acted as a move towards the goals of carbon reduction
to help mitigate climate change. As stated in the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific, the carbon tax is $10 per ton of released CO2 emissions. The amount of CO2 emissions per ton-km
are defined as $0.0005654 per ton-km for trucks and $0.000444 per ton-km for ships [47].
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4.1.4. Node Capacity

The node capacity was defined according to the capacity of loading and unloading at the port,
which can directly affect the transferred quantity of goods through inland waterways. The port capacity
in Southern Vietnam [58] is presented in Table 7.

Table 7. Node capacity (unit: ton).

Node Province Capacity Node Province Capacity

NO-001 BD 10,000 NO-009 VL 3500
NO-002 DN 15,000 NO-010 DT 2000
NO-003 VT 20,000 NO-011 AG/KG 5000
NO-004 HCM 24,000 NO-012 CT 6000
NO-005 LA 19,000 NO-013 HG 2000
NO-006 TG 3000 NO-014 ST 4000
NO-007 BT 2000 NO-015 BL/CM 1000
NO-008 TV 1500

4.1.5. Detour Factor Assumption

The detour factor is used to measure the delivery time of goods. Detour factors allow vehicles to
transfer from one mode of transport to other ones, e.g., from roads to inland waterways. In this paper,
the assumption of the detour factor for goods is described as follows. The first five goods are fresh
food that must be delivered quickly to the customer (no detour factor) as the value of the detour factor
is 1. Hence, roads were the only mode of transport to be selected to ship goods. For the rest of the
goods, the authors allow a detour constraint to limit the additional transportation distance to ensure
on-time delivery (detour factor values are 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2, respectively). It is noted that small detour
factors ensure that vehicles choose shorter routes to transport goods. Moreover, shipments are allowed
to take a longer time, so that long detour distance may be a better selection to minimize the total cost
while negligibly affecting the allowed delivery time. Detour factors for goods are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Detour factor assumption for goods.

Goods Detour Factor Goods Detour Factor

1 1 16 1.6
2 1 17 1.6
3 1 18 1.6
4 1 19 1.6
5 1 20 1.6
6 1.3 21 1.8
7 1.3 22 1.8
8 1.3 23 1.8
9 1.3 24 1.8
10 1.3 25 1.8
11 1.4 26 2
12 1.4 27 2
13 1.4 28 2
14 1.4 29 2
15 1.4 30 2

4.2. Results of Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) Model

This section presents the set-up of a computational experiment. The study was phased by adding
the constraints one by one to observe their effects. The base case is the basic model that includes the
restrictions on the flow conservation and arcs capacity, Equations (1)–(6), and Equations (10)–(12).
Case 1 is the base case model with the node capacity constraints, Equation (7). Case 2 is case 1 with the
detour factor as in Equation (8), and case 3 is case 2 with the vehicle utilization shown in Equation (9).
Table 9 summarized the step-by-step development of these models.
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Table 9. Scenario development.

Scenario Model Characteristics

Base case Flow conservation
Arcs capacity

Case 1 Base case
Node capacity

Case 2 Case 1
Detour factor

Case 3 Case 2
Vehicle utilization

In the computational experiment, 24 instances were tested to see the impacts of fixed costs on
the results of the models, which include six instances of road fixed costs and four instances of inland
waterways. The unit fixed cost is calculated by the loading/unloading cost per ton and the operating
wages cost. The unit operating wage cost was estimated, which also includes maritime charges.
The objective of the computational experiment was to consider the impact of each additional constraint
(node capacity, detour factor, vehicle utilization) and 24 instances of fixed costs on the performance of
the intermodal system that combines roads and inland waterways.

4.2.1. Unimodal and Intermodal Model

In this section, the results of the unimodal and intermodal transportation model with roads and
inland waterways (IWW) were evaluated and compared to measure the effectiveness of the intermodal
transportation system design (ITSD).

From the results in Table 10 (instance 1, 5, 9, 13, 17, 21), when the unit fixed cost of trucks and
ships are $150 and $3000 (instance 1), the transport cost for roads, inland waterways, and intermodal
transportation are $302,733, $104,084, and $105,965. In this instance, intermodal transportation is 65%
less costly than roads, and 2% more costly than inland waterways. The transport cost of all instances
for road transport is the same when the unit fixed cost increases. For inland waterways, when the
unit fixed cost increase, the transport cost also increases. For intermodal transportation, transport cost
increases when the unit fixed cost of trucks and ships increases.

Table 10. Comparison of the unimodal and intermodal transportation (unit: $).

Instance Model Transport Cost Fixed Cost Emission Cost Transfer Cost

1
Roads 302,733 161,550 1711 0
IWW 104,084 105,000 1650 0
ITSD 105,965 97,200 1602 450

5
Roads 302,733 172,320 1711 0
IWW 105,219 112,000 1668 0
ITSD 105,965 103,680 1602 450

9
Roads 302,733 183,090 1711 0
IWW 104,305 119,000 1653 0
ITSD 105,965 110,160 1602 450

13
Roads 302,733 193,860 1711 0
IWW 105,219 126,000 1668 0
ITSD 105,965 116,640 1602 450

17
Roads 302,733 204,630 1711 0
IWW 105,219 133,000 1668 0
ITSD 107,161 121,410 1605 874

21
Roads 302,733 215,400 1711 0
IWW 105,219 140,000 1668 0
ITSD 107,161 127,800 1605 874

Source: Calculated by authors.
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In instance 1, for intermodal transportation, the fixed cost is $97,200. That is smaller than 40%
and 7% compared to the fixed costs of roads and inland waterways, respectively. The fixed costs of
roads and inland waterways increase when the unit fixed costs for trucks and ships increase. For the
intermodal transportation, when the unit fixed costs of trucks and ships increase from $150 and $3000
(instance 1) to $200 and $4000 (instance 2), the total cost changes from $97,200 to $127,800, a 31%
increase. Hence, the fixed cost has a considerable impact on the total cost.

For roads, the CO2 emission cost remains unchanged when the unit fixed cost increases. For inland
waterways, the CO2 emission cost increases when the unit fixed cost increases. For intermodal
transportation, when the unit fixed cost changes from instance 1 to another, the CO2 emission cost
fluctuates only slightly. CO2 emission costs of roads and inland waterways are higher than the
intermodal model because of the higher unit CO2 emission cost for trucks (higher than for ships).
Intermodal transport, therefore, can be seen as a more environmentally friendly option.

Intermodal transfer costs only appear when the goods are transferred from one transportation
mode to another. It comprises only a small portion of the total cost. Intermodal transfer costs increase
slightly when the unit fixed cost increases.

As in Table 11, the total cost of the unimodal was higher than the intermodal. In instance 1,
when the unit fixed costs for trucks and ships are $150 and $3000, the total cost of intermodal is
$205,218, which is 56% less than the total cost for roads and 3% less than the total cost for the inland
waterways. When the unit fixed cost for trucks and ships are $160 and $8000 (instance 8), the total
cost for intermodal is 31% less than the total cost for roads and 14% less than by inland waterways.
Hence, when the unit fixed cost increases, both the total cost for intermodal and unimodal increases.
In summary, an intermodal model that combines roads and inland waterways is environmentally and
economically better than using only one mode of transport.

Table 11. The total cost of roads, inland waterways (IWW), and intermodal transportation system
design (ITSD) (unit: $).

Instance
Total Cost

Instance
Total Cost

Roads IWW ITSD Roads IWW ITSD

1 465,994 210,735 205,218 13 498,304 232,887 224,658
2 465,994 262,087 245,791 14 498,304 295,887 272,131
3 465,994 315,658 282,352 15 498,304 354,847 313,989
4 465,994 368,051 313,930 16 498,304 413,546 349,932
5 476,764 218,887 211,698 17 509,074 239,887 231,050
6 476,764 274,887 254,571 18 509,074 306,387 280,911
7 476,764 314,628 284,404 19 509,074 367,346 324,429
8 476,764 380,546 326,032 20 509,074 430,486 361,672
9 487,534 224,959 218,178 21 519,844 246,887 237,440
10 487,534 283,252 263,351 22 519,844 315,658 289,691
11 487,534 342,540 303,549 23 519,844 380,546 334,869
12 487,534 402,051 337,982 24 519,844 446,986 373,382

Source: Calculated by authors.

4.2.2. Node Capacity

Table 12 shows the total flow, consisting of incoming and outgoing goods at the terminal, of the
base case, and case 1 under the effect of the node capacity constraint.
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Table 12. The total flows of the base case and case 1.

Node Name Capacity (Ton) Base Case Case 1

NO-001 BD 10,000 665 659
NO-002 DN 15,000 3692 3854
NO-003 VT 20,000 1293 1142
NO-004 HCM 24,000 9956 9638
NO-005 LA 19,000 3136 2980
NO-006 TG 3000 1339 1235
NO-007 BT 2000 1755 1718
NO-008 TV 1500 167 0
NO-009 VL 3500 2325 2557
NO-010 DT 2000 3064 2000
NO-011 AG/KG 5000 4559 4775
NO-012 CT 6000 4566 4278
NO-013 HG 2000 1531 1335
NO-014 ST 4000 1500 1382
NO-015 BL/CM 1000 329 266

Source: Calculated by authors.

From the results, the majority of the total flow is reduced when the node capacity constraint
is included. In detail, node 7 (TraVinh), node 10 (AnGiang/KienGiang), and node 11 (CanTho) are
analyzed, where the total flow almost exceeds the node capacity. At node 10, the total flow with
node capacity exceeds the base case, indicating regular congestion during peak hours. At node 7,
the node capacity is higher than 89% of the total flow of the base case, but there is no flow in case 1,
indicating that congestion is highly likely to occur only during peak hours with traffic fluctuation.
The result, therefore, implies that a facility should be upgraded to node 7 to improve the node capacity.
Alternatively, it is possible to reduce the capacity parameter such that the model can direct those
products using node 7 to other nodes and leave extra storing buffer at node 7.

4.2.3. Detour Factor

Case 1 and case 2 are experimented with the 24 test instances to see the impact of the detour on the
model’s performance. Figure 4 shows the results obtained from case 1 (without the detour constraint).
Only 10–20% of the goods utilize the shortest path to transport the goods, then the value of the detour
factor ranged from 0 to 1. The majority of 50–60% of the goods have the value of detour factor ranging
from 1 to 1.5. The rest of the goods have a detour factor above 1.5 and up to 5.5. The high value of
the detour factor of goods indicates that the actual route distances of goods are much longer than the
shortest possible distance. Hence, the delivery time can be late. In Figure 5, after including the detour
constraint in case 1, the values of detour factors never exceed 2 (the majority pf values range from 0 to
1.5) indicating that the delivery time of goods could be controlled.
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Figure 4. The value of the detour factor from case 1 with 24 test instances.
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Figure 5. The value of the detour factor from case 2 with 24 test instances.

Table 13 shows a summary of the detour factor for goods in case 1 and case 2. Without the detour
constraints as in case 1, the average detour is between 1.24 and 1.55. In most instances, the maximum
detour value is either 2.12 or 5.19. Such values mean that, in the worst case, the detour may be as high
as 5.19, and most of the goods experience about 40% of the additional distance. In case 2 with the
detour constraint, there is a substantial drop in the average and maximum detour. The average detour
varies from 1.17 to 1.31, indicating that the detour is below 28% on average and slightly lower than
case 1. The average values of detour factor for goods from case 1 and case 2 are shown in Figure 6.

Table 13. The calculated detour of case 1 and case 2.

Instance
Case 1 Case 2

Instance
Case 1 Case 2

Avg. Max Avg. Max Avg. Max Avg. Max

1 1.54 5.19 1.28 1.96 13 1.55 5.19 1.28 1.96
2 1.48 5.19 1.27 1.96 14 1.48 5.19 1.26 1.96
3 1.27 2.12 1.23 1.8 15 1.29 2.12 1.24 1.8
4 1.29 2.12 1.21 1.56 16 1.25 2.12 1.18 1.56
5 1.54 5.19 1.28 1.96 17 1.47 3 1.31 1.95
6 1.48 5.19 1.28 1.96 18 1.34 2.75 1.26 1.96
7 1.3 2.12 1.24 1.8 19 1.29 2.12 1.21 1.56
8 1.26 2.12 1.18 1.56 20 1.24 2.12 1.17 1.56
9 1.55 5.19 1.28 1.96 21 1.47 3 1.28 1.96

10 1.48 5.19 1.26 1.96 22 1.33 2.75 1.26 1.96
11 1.29 2.12 1.24 1.8 23 1.29 2.12 1.21 1.56
12 1.25 2.12 1.17 1.56 24 1.24 2.12 1.18 1.56

Avg. 1.38 3.43 1.24 1.8

Source: Calculated by authors.
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4.2.4. Vehicle Utilization

The experiments with the 24 test instances are conducted to see the impact of vehicle utilization
on the model approaches. Figure 7 shows truck capacity utilization with 24 test instances. The majority
of 90–95% have a full truckload when applying the minimum vehicle capacity utilization constraint.
Meanwhile, Figure 8 shows ship capacity utilization with 24 test instances. Only 10–20% could not
utilize the capacity of a ship.
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The capacity of vehicle utilization significantly affects the operation cost of the intermodal
transportation system. Table 14, Figure 9, and Figure 10 present the influence of the utilization of
vehicles. From the results, the constraint pushed the utilization level of both trucks and ships to
be higher, also more reasonable in practice. In case 2 (without the vehicle utilization constraint),
the number of trucks with capacity utilization that does not exceed 50% accounts for 4%. In contrast,
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the number of ships with a capacity utilization of less than 50% accounts for 20%. The utilization
may be as low as 20–30% (for trucks and ships), which is not beneficial for the carriers. This problem
can affect the efficacy of operation carriers. When the utilization of vehicles decreases, the enormous
investments in large vehicles are less profitable and have higher risks. In case 3 (with the vehicle
utilization constraint), the utilization is pushed to be at least 50% so that the vehicles are scheduled for
more efficient performance.

Table 14. The number of trips with respective utilization levels.

Utilization Level
Case 2 Case 3

Truck Ship Truck Ship

0–10% 0 0 0 0
10–20% 0 0 0 0
20–30% 1 1 0 0
30–40% 1 2 0 0
40–50% 1 2 0 0
50–60% 1 2 1 0
60–70% 1 4 1 0
70–80% 2 5 1 1
80–90% 3 6 2 2
90–100% 26 11 28 7

Source: Calculated by authors.
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4.2.5. Result Comparison

This section presents the characteristic of each experimental model, with the detailed results
displayed in Table 15. From the results, the base case is calculated with the lowest total cost, while case
3 with the vehicle utilization constraint is calculated with the highest total cost. It is worth noting that
the total cost is likely to be higher when the mathematical model has more restrictions. Moreover,
case 3 (with the highest total cost) is about 20% more expensive than the base case (the lowest total
cost). It implies that case 3 can be better for controlling the transportation network without spending
too much on the total cost.

Table 15. The comparison of all models.

Base Case Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

Total cost ($) 285,050 293,316 344,613 347,415
Transport cost ($) 117,666 122,984 169,299 173,936

Fixed cost ($) 164,343 166,838 171,784 169,904
Emission cost ($) 1604 1592 1607 1618
Transfer cost ($) 1437 1902 1923 1957

Minimum detour 1 1 1 1
Maximum detour 5.93 3.43 1.8 1.78
Average detour 1.48 1.37 1.23 1.26

Truck utilization (Min) 0.57 0.6 0.47 0.55
Truck utilization (Max) 1 1 1 1
Truck utilization (Avg.) 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
Number of truck (Unit) 161 204 471 486

Flows of truck (Ton) 3148 4025 9329 9623

Ship utilization (Min) 0.38 0.39 0.44 0.64
Ship utilization (Max) 1 1 1 1
Ship utilization (Avg.) 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.86
Number of ship (Unit) 24 23 16 15

Flows of ship (Ton) 19,633 19,009 13,301 13,172

Source: Calculated by authors.

The effects on transportation costs are defined as follows: (1) the constraints of node capacity
force the vehicle to move on a less-driven route to reduce the usage capacity; (2) the detour constraint
forces the carriage to be driven more, but it is a more expensive vehicle; (3) the use of vehicles forces
the load to be condensed to a lower number.

In terms of fixed costs, the base case is calculated with the lowest fixed cost, while case 2 (with the
detour constraint) is calculated with the highest fixed cost. It can be explained that the majority of
goods could be controlled in the base case. Therefore, carriers can easily select the route to deliver
goods in terms of minimizing the total cost. In case 2, the restriction of the detour has the opposite
effect causing goods to be delivered in a more directed route.

The CO2 emission costs are calculated with the lowest cost in case 1 (with node capacity constraints)
because the node capacity constraints discourage the goods to be transferred to avoid overload at the
terminal. The goods are then shipped in a shorter route, and the CO2 emissions are minimized directly.
In case 3 (with vehicle utilization constraint), the CO2 emission costs are the highest because goods are
forced to take a longer trip to varieties of nodes to increase the quantity of load and the utilization.

In the base case, it was at the lowest in terms of intermodal transfer costs. The case reduces the
possibility of consolidating several products on the same vehicles, without restrictions. The highest
intermodal transfer cost is in case 3 with the utilization restriction of the vehicle that causes the model
to increase the number of goods on ships, thus increasing transportation.

The comparison of detour constraints of all models is also presented. The minimum detour is 1
for all models and the same as the shortest path. When the detour constraints are considered in case 2
and case 3, the maximum and the average detour of these models are lower than the rest.
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The average use of trucks/ships and the number of vehicles has an inverse association with the
vehicle usage cap results. The more vehicles being used, the lower the average goods per car. However,
in case 3, the average ship utilization is highest as certain goods that are usually carried by trucks are
now moving to ship to increase utilization.

4.3. Results of Fuzzy Mixed Integer Linear Programming (FMILP) Model

In the FMILP model, the authors analyzed instance 1, i.e., unit fixed costs for trucks and ships are
$150 and $3000, respectively. Assumed that the actual node capacity fluctuates 100(1− e)%, where the
values of e = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5. The lower and upper bound of the objective value is determined in Table 16.

Table 16. The range of the objective function.

e Lower Bound Upper Bound

0.2 286,261 294,364
0.3 286,261 297,006
0.4 286,261 303,159
0.5 286,261 313,726

Source: Calculated by authors.

The objective values in the fluctuation of node capacity are presented in Table 17. From the results,
when e = 0.2, the total costs of the FMILP model are $289,500. That is higher than the total cost of the
deterministic model cost of $286,261; each cost term also changes slightly. When e = 0.5, the total cost
of the FMILP model is $297,629, a 4% increment from the deterministic model. When e increases from
0.2 to 0.5, each cost terms costs more, and the total cost increase slightly.

Table 17. Objective values in the fluctuation of node capacity.

e = 0.2 e = 0.3 e = 0.4 e = 0.5

Objective function (λ) 0.6003 0.5275 0.5513 0.5861
Total cost ($) 289,500 291,338 293,844 297,629

Transport cost ($) 159,152 160,645 162,626 163,320
Fixed cost ($) 124,950 124,200 125,100 129,000

Emission cost ($) 1645 1627 1630 1641
Transfer cost ($) 3753 4865 4488 3668

Source: Calculated by authors.

The average value of vehicle capacity and detour factor of the FMILP model is presented in
Table 18. When e increases, the average values of trucks decrease slightly and is higher than 0.9.
The average values of ships increase when e increase, while the average value of the detour factor
decreases when e increase.

Table 18. Average values of vehicle capacity and detour factor of the fuzzy mixed integer linear
programming (FMILP) model.

Deterministic Model
Fuzzy Model

e = 0.2 e = 0.3 e = 0.4 e = 0.5

Avg. of truck capacity 0.962 0.95 0.939 0.938 0.925
Avg. of ship capacity 0.759 0.762 0.779 0.771 0.738
Avg. of detour factor 1.411 1.411 1.305 1.314 1.344

Source: Calculated by authors.
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The values of the membership function of fuzzy node capacity constraint of 15 considered nodes
(i.e., 15 provinces in Southern Vietnam) and fuzzy goals are shown in Table 19, i.e., Equation (26),
Equation (31). The membership function of fuzzy node capacity constraints such that the possibility
degree will be 1 if the fuzzy node capacity is within 100(1 − e)% of node capacity. If the fuzzy node
capacity reaches node capacity, the possibility degree becomes 0. In Table 19 and Figure 11, when e = 0.2,
each membership degree is equal to 1 except for the membership degree of nodes 7, 10, 12, and 13.
In Table 19 and Figure 12, when e = 0.5, the fuzzy capacity of all of the nodes is smaller than node
capacity. It is important to note that node capacity was defined according to the capacity of loading
and unloading at the port (i.e., the input data in Table 7). Moreover, fuzzy node capacity is used for
node capacity’s uncertainty. This varies according to values of e (e = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5). Using the FMILP
model, we can develop a transportation plan to satisfy customer’s demand when node capacity is
not stable.

Table 19. Values of membership functions.

e = 0.2 e = 0.3 e = 0.4 e = 0.5

µΞ 0.6 0.527 0.551 0.586

µE1 1 1 1 1
µE2 1 1 1 1
µE3 1 1 1 1
µE4 1 1 1 1
µE5 1 1 1 1
µE6 1 1 1 1
µE7 0.6 1 1 0.783
µE8 1 1 1 1
µE9 1 1 1 1
µE10 0.6 0.527 0.551 0.586
µE11 1 1 1 0.892
µE12 0.613 1 0.836 0.597
µE13 0.875 0.59 0.567 0.619
µE14 1 1 1 1
µE15 1 1 1 1

Source: Calculated by authors.Mathematics 2020, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 24 of 27 
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5. Discussions and Conclusions

In this paper, a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model and a fuzzy mixed integer
linear programming (FMILP) model for intermodal transportation systems have been developed for
shipping goods from origins to destinations. The MILP model minimizes the total costs of fixed
costs, transportation costs, intermodal transfer costs, and CO2 emission costs. Other requirements of
network stakeholders such as port agents, consumers, and carriers are considered with the constraints
of node capacity, detour factor, and vehicle utilization. A Southern Vietnam transportation system
that considers 15 nodes and 30 different main types of goods, is used as a case study to illustrate
how to apply the model in practice. There are two types of vehicles, trucks (roads) and ships (inland
waterways), which are considered in this case study. From the results, if the restrictions were not
considered in the model, the network may have some overused terminal that encounters heavy load.
Goods must be delivered much longer than usual, causing delays in deliveries (large detour level) and
vehicles cannot be used effectively. By adding the constraints, the problem can now be better handled
while increasing the total cost by 20%. The FMILP model considers uncertainty in the node capacity
to investigate the impacts of uncertainty. The robust solution shows that the total cost of the FMILP
model is increased by 4% in comparison to the total cost of the MILP model.

In summary, our contributions include (1) theoretical contributions, the paper proposed the
MILP model that captures the common characteristics of the intermodal freight transportation as
well as other important aspects, including node capacity, detour, and vehicle utilization, incorporated
to estimate the performance impacts and the FMILP model to investigate impacts of node capacity
uncertainty; (2) managerial implications, the case study in Southern Vietnam is presented to demonstrate
the operational performance of the intermodal system that combines roads and inland waterways.
The findings will provide a helpful reference for the government of Vietnam, logistics stakeholders,
and foreign investors to design and enhance logistics systems and some suitable strategies to achieve
the objectives of the economy and many related fields. Additionally, node capacity constraints help
to provide stakeholders, such as cargo owners, with knowledge about congested terminals to force
their goods to be transported along more productive routes. This can also be a useful guideline for
the Ministry of Transport of Vietnam to address traffic congestion problems, which are taking place
constantly and seriously in Vietnam for decades. It is also worth noting that the solution was found to
solve not only economic problems but also addressing environmental issues that cannot be ignored
in the current global situation by considering additional intermodal transfer costs and CO2 emission
costs in the objective function.
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Nevertheless, there are some limitations to this study. First, only two modes of transport, roads and
inland waterways, were considered. Second, the number of nodes was insignificant. Finally, fluctuation
in the related costs was not considered in the model. Further research should aim to address large-scale
problems with more transportation modes, more nodes, and include uncertain (fuzzy) cost coefficients,
and/or demand. In addition, the effect of terminal congestion can be incorporated into the objective of
the model. In addition, the model can be applied to another region of Vietnam with adjusted data.
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